
The Customizable Robot Face Module

The Customizable Robot Face module allows users to personalize their robot with adjustable 

faces, colors, backgrounds, and voices. This module can be controlled with other programs 

like Python to control what the robot says. An additional face tracker can be turned on or off to

allow the robot to accurately look at human faces in real time.

Fig. 1 – The Customizable Robot Face



Features:

Models

1. A variety of 3D face models with webcam-based face tracking capabilities

2. An assortment of different dynamic backgrounds

3. A selection of background images to be applied to your chosen background model

Colors

1. Adjustable primary body colors, secondary trim colors, and eye colors for your chosen 

face model

2. Adjustable background filter colors, background tint colors, and environment lighting 

colors

Text-to-Speech

1. A variety of voices with adjustable pitch and reverb

2. Compatible with external OSC requests

Save and Load

1. Saving and loading of custom settings between uses of the application

2. Preview changes before saving



Text-to-Speech

Click the text-to-speech tab in the bottom right corner of the screen to expand the text-to-

speech box. Click inside the box to type your message. Click anywhere outside the box, or 

press the enter key to have your message read by the robot face. The box will automatically 

clear itself. Click on the text-to-speech tab again to collapse the text-to-speech box.

Alternatively, the text-to-speech feature can also be controlled by external OSC commands, 

such as those provided by the MMM_Speaker class. 

Fig. 2 – The Text-to-Speech Tab Fig. 3 – The Text-to-Speech Box

Fig. 4 – The Customizable Robot Face speaking your message



Face Tracking

When no webcam is selected, the robot's eye will follow your mouse by default. Click on the 

drop-down menu at the top center of the application and select your desired webcam device 

from a list of detected devices. The robot's eye will now follow the first face detected in your 

chosen webcam, as long as it is visible. Choose “No Webcam Selected” to revert back to 

mouse control.

Fig. 5 – The Webcam Drop-down Menu Fig. 6 – Expanded Webcam Menu



Settings Menu

Click the Settings button in the top right corner of the screen to bring the settings menu into 

view. It will occupy the right half of the screen, and the robot's face will occupy the left half of 

the screen. This will allow you to preview any changes before you commit to saving them. In 

the settings menu, you will find the following controls.

1. Face Model Drop-down Menu

2. Background Model Drop-down Menu

3. Eye Color Picker

4. Primary Body Color Picker

5. Secondary Body Color Picker

6. Environment Lighting Color Picker

7. Background Filter Color Picker

8. Background Tint Color Picker

9. Background Image Toggles

10. Voice Drop-down Menu

11. Voice Pitch Slider

12. Voice Reverb Slider

13. Apply Changes, Cancel Changes, and Default Settings Buttons

Fig. 7 – The Settings Button Fig. 8 – Expanded Settings Menu



Face Model Drop-down Menu

Click on the Face Model drop-down menu to select your desired face model. As you select 

the various face models, the robot face's base model will change accordingly on the left half 

of the screen, allowing you to preview the various face models. 

Fig. 9 – Face Model Drop-down Menu

Fig. 10 – Original AIAI Face Model Fig. 11 – Small AIAI Face Model



Background Model Drop-down Menu

Click on the Background Model drop-down menu to select your desired background model. 

As you select the various background models, the background model will change accordingly 

on the left half of the screen, allowing you to preview the various background models. 

Fig. 12 – Background Model Drop-down Menu

Fig. 13 – Vortex Background Model Fig. 14 – Wall Background Model



Eye Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Eye Color Picker and the 

RGB sliders on the right half of the Eye Color Picker to select your desired eye color. As you 

adjust the eye color, the eye color will change, accordingly, on the left half of the screen, 

allowing you to preview the changes.

Fig. 15 – The Eye Color Picker

Fig. 17 – Eye Color Picker Examples

Fig. 16 – HSV Color Picker (left), RGB Color Sliders (bottom right), and Color Preview (top right)



Primary Body Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Primary Body Color Picker 

and the RGB sliders on the right half of the Primary Body Color Picker to select your desired 

primary body color. As you adjust the primary body color, the primary body color will change, 

accordingly, on the left half of the screen, allowing you to preview the changes.

Fig. 18 – Primary Body Color Picker

Fig. 19 – Primary Body Color Picker Examples



Secondary Body Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Secondary Body Color 

Picker and the RGB sliders on the right half of the Secondary Body Color Picker to select your

desired secondary body color. As you adjust the secondary body color, the secondary body 

color will change, accordingly, on the left half of the screen, allowing you to preview the 

changes.

Fig. 20 – Secondary Body Color Picker

Fig. 21– Secondary Body Color Picker Examples



Environment Lighting Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Environment Lighting Color

Picker and the RGB sliders on the right half of the Environment Lighting Color Picker to select

your desired environment lighting color. As you adjust the environment lighting color, the 

environment lighting color will change, accordingly, on the left half of the screen, allowing you 

to preview the changes.

Fig. 22 – Environment Lighting Color Picker

Fig. 23 – Environment Lighting Color Picker Examples



Background Filter Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Background Filter Color 

Picker and the RGB sliders on the right half of the Background Filter Color Picker to select 

your desired background filter color. As you adjust the background filter color, the background 

filter color will change, accordingly, on the left half of the screen, allowing you to preview the 

changes.

Fig. 24 – Background Filter Color Picker

Fig. 25 – Background Filter Color Picker Examples



Background Tint Color Picker

Use any combination of the HSV color picker on the left half of the Background Tint Color 

Picker and the RGB sliders on the right half of the Background Tint Color Picker to select your

desired background tint color. As you adjust the background tint color, the background tint 

color will change, accordingly, on the left half of the screen, allowing you to preview the 

changes.

Fig. 26 – Background Tint Color Picker

Fig. 27 – Background Tint Color Picker Examples



Background Image Toggles

Each Background Image Toggle shows an image that can be applied over your chosen 

background model. Click on your desired image to preview your chosen background model 

with your chosen image applied to it on the left half of the screen. The background image is 

tiled and will also feature the background filter color and background tint color currently 

present in the settings menu. Only one background image may be applied at a time.

Fig. 28 – Background Image Toggles

Fig. 29 – Background Image Toggle Examples



Voice Drop-down Menu

Click on the Voice drop-down menu to select your desired voice from a list of voices available 

to your OS. Since this feature is platform dependent, some operating systems may not offer 

any voices at all. The text-to-speech tab remains fully functional on the left half of the screen, 

allowing you to preview the various voices. 

Fig. 30 – Voice Drop-down Menu



Voice Pitch Slider and Voice Reverb Slider

Voice Pitch Slider

Use the Voice Pitch Slider to select your desired voice pitch. The leftmost end of the slider bar

corresponds to the lowest pitch, and the rightmost end of the slider bar corresponds to the 

highest pitch. The text-to-speech tab remains fully functional on the left half of the screen, 

allowing you to preview your selected voice pitch. 

Voice Reverb Slider

Use the Voice Reverb Slider to select your desired voice reverb. The leftmost end of the slider

bar corresponds to the minimum reverb, and the rightmost end of the slider bar corresponds 

to the maximum reverb. The text-to-speech tab remains fully functional on the left half of the 

screen, allowing you to preview your selected voice reverb. 

Fig. 31 – Voice Pitch Slider and Voice Reverb Slider



Apply Changes, Cancel Changes, and Default Settings Buttons

Apply Changes

Clicking Apply Changes will close the settings menu, and any changes made in preview will 

be saved. Upon restarting the application without applying any further changes, these saved 

settings are loaded. 

Cancel Changes

Clicking Cancel Changes will close the settings menu, and any changes made in preview will 

be discarded. The robot face's settings will revert back to the latest saved settings.

Default Settings Buttons

Clicking Default Settings will close the settings menu, and any changes made in preview will 

be discarded. The robot face's settings will revert back to the default settings shown below, 

and these default settings will be saved. 

Fig. 32 – Apply Changes, Cancel Changes, and Default Settings Buttons


